Predictive Analytics
in Equipment
Reliability Programs
Predictive Analytics in conjunction with Threat Based Maintenance™ (TBM™)
reduces and, in some cases, can eliminate the need to perform time-based
maintenance. Data mining by operations, technicians, and engineering
personnel also can be reduced or eliminated because Predictive Analytics
detects many problems automatically. By drawing attention to abnormal
equipment behavior, Predictive Analytics optimizes equipment monitoring,
resulting in increased maintenance lead time and reduced maintenance and
operating costs.
By Donald S. Doan, SmartSignal Corporation
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Higher plant performance
In today’s centralized monitoring of plant
processes and systems, the amount of
data being retrieved, recorded, trended,
Figure 1: Moore’s Law and the Technology S-Curve, by Murrae J. Bowden
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exponentially. As the amount of data
increases, the ability to make sense of
the data overload often rests on system
engineers.
The need to detect abnormal behavior
before it affects the operation in a nuclear
power plant is fundamental to improving
availability and reliability. Typically, the
alarming system set by OEMs is directly
related to protection of people and
equipment from ancillary damage caused
by the abnormal condition. For example,
the high temperature alarm on a pump or
motor bearing is designed to reduce the
damage to the asset; however, typically,
by the time the alarm occurs, the damage
to the component already has occurred.

Figure 2: Adding value to mature innovation
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that are precursors to potential failure.

advanced notification allows repair actions

be focused on the abnormal behavior.

Embedded within the TBM philosophy is

that mitigate the failure of components

Deviations can be as simple as a sensor

the idea that these precursors and

and alleviates the need to perform

failing or as complex as efficiency losses

emerging problems are “threats” that, if
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in a turbine generator. Early detection and
differentiation in the levels of risk and
urgency significantly improve a system
engineer’s focus and ability to trend,
forecast, and schedule asset
maintenance.
These tools have the potential to
transform a system engineer’s daily
activities. The increase in plant system
data further underscores the importance
of an automated means to determine
what is normal. Advanced Predictive
Analytic software tools have become
essential for mining data trends that
indicate change in behavior of the asset.
Armed with this data, the engineer can
focus resources on determining the
cause and formulating the best response.
Predictive Analytics doesn’t eliminate the
human element of analysis or action. The

Figure 3: Sensor Data Chaos

technology aids in scanning vast
quantities of data quickly and making
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human eye even can detect, the analysis
is highly accurate. By using specific
historical data from the equipment or
system to “train” the models (reducing
the need for prior data or operator
knowledge), the result is “smart”
analysis.

Accuracy component of Predictive
Analytics—similarity based
modeling
The modeling technique used in
Predictive Analytics is called Similarity
Based Modeling (SBM). In brief, SBM
models a group of related signals by
Figure 4: AP-913
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The patterns identified then are put on-

example, can appear to be chaos:

respond to an aberrant or changing
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In Figure 3, there are only 14 sensors, yet

condition. By highlighting only signals

data collected. From the pattern, an
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estimate of each signal’s behavior is

much less organize, the resulting data. Is

monitoring efforts always are efficient.
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The engineer no longer has to search all

real-time value. The difference between
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the expected and actual, also referred to
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Efficiency can be equated with increasing
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data? Traditional alert limits can assist in
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protecting equipment and personnel, but

capability and insight or, concurrently,
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rules fire, which draw the attention of the

improve availability and reliability.

the job. By performing Predictive

analyst. SBM modeling accuracy typically

Using a Predictive Analytic system,
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identify pattern changes earlier than the

behavior of all the other related signals, it
offers a more accurate checkpoint for
deviations from historical patterns of
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One significant advantage of using SBM
is that signals can be modeled together
when they are physically linked in
behavior. Using a pump model as an
example, the current, speed, inlet valve
position, motor bearing temperatures,
motor bearing vibrations, pump bearing

Estimate

temperatures, pump bearing vibrations,
and pump flow all can be modeled
together. No regression or other

Actual
value

parametric analysis need be done. The
parameters all move relatively together in
identifiable patterns of behavior which are
recognizable using SBM, which is

Difference
(residual)

superior to an engineer using monitoring
disciplines and techniques that often are
conducted separately.

Threat based maintenance and
Predictive Analytics in AP-913
AP-913 was introduced by INPO to assist
Figure 5: Sensor View

utilities in coordinating an asset reliability
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Improved trending with Predictive
Analytics
Predictive Analytics is not new in the
nuclear industry. It originally was
developed specifically for nuclear power
plant equipment online monitoring.
Predictive Analytics uses modeling
techniques and algorithms to incorporate
sensor information around an asset and
to determine changes in behavior from
the historical operation of that asset.
This predictive technology is very
accurate in modeling the behavior of an
asset. If a sensor deviates from historical
operating conditions, the system will
notify the end user of the deviation. This
assists the engineer in monitoring the
plethora of sensor data and focuses

Figure 6: Thrust Bearing

attention on abnormal behavior.
Predictive Analytic software allows the
system engineer to “drill” down into the
system to improve safety, reliability, and

number of sensors now monitoring a

data from the asset and compare the

availability in the nuclear industry. In

nuclear plant’s assets and processes,

sensor to the modeled behavior of the

Figure 4, part of AP-913 addresses the

detecting early drift off of normal is

sensor (Figure 5). This focuses the

monitoring of plant systems both for

handled by system engineers utilizing

engineer on abnormal deviations of an

safety-related and Balance of Plant
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engineering time to download, export,
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Predictive Analytics and the TBM

in legacy plants. This increase in

1)
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instrumentation will only compound the

Advent of increased monitoring
and new power plants
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burden on system engineers who need
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work. With automated data analysis, it

to monitor for abnormalities and plan for

way to monitor performance is to

also becomes possible to expand the

risk-based maintenance.
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range of data and equipment beyond

As with the growth in digital data in

operating condition, noting deviations

what might be practical with manual

general, the growth of data in power

from the normal condition. With the large

methods.

plants has increased. This increase

Figure 7: Thrust bearing temperature deviation
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means more data must be stored,

SmartSignal Predictive Analytics provided
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